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WikispacesFormer typePrivateIndustryDot-comFounded2005DefunctMarch 2014 (purchased by Tes Global); January 2019 (offline shooting site)HeadquartersSan Francisco, United StatesKey peopleJames Byers, Adam Frey (co-founder), Dominick BellizziProductsWiki hostingNumber of employees10Websitewww.wikispaces.com Wikispaces is a wiki hosting service based in San
Francisco, California. Launched by Tangient LLC in March 2005, Wikispaces was acquired by Tes Global (formerly TSL Education) in March 2014. [1] It competes with PBworks, Wetpaint, Wikia and Google Sites (formerly JotSpot). [2] It is one of the largest wiki servers. [to quote] In September 2014, Tes announced that free storage of non-educational wikis would cease. These
wikis face a closing deadline of November 14, 2014. Only wikis used exclusively in K-12 or higher education are free of charge. [3] Private wikis with advanced features for businesses, nonprofits, and educators are still available for an annual fee. Wikispaces has also donated more than 100,000 premium wikis to K-12 educators. [4] Since 2010, Wikispaces has partnered with web
education platform 2.0 Glogster EDU. Glogster EDU embeds Glogs into wikispaces services. Due to cost issues, the classroom and Wikispaces are free to close on July 31, 2018, while private Wikispace closes on January 31, 2019. [5] See also Compare wiki hosting services ^ Wan, Tony (March 4, 2014). TSL Education acquires Wikispaces. EdSurge. Singel, Ryan (September
7, 2006). Veni, vidi, wiki. Wired news. Retrieved November 6, 2014. ^ Wikispaces no longer offers free non-educational wikis. Wikispaces. September 16, 2014. Retrieved December 22, 2017. Terdiman, Daniel (15 September 2008). A quarter of a million teachers get free wikis. Cnet. ^ It's time we said goodbye... Wikispaces. February 2018. Retrieved February 12, 2018.
Abramson References, Larry (November 29, 2007). Illinois School Looks to Tech Tools to Teach. Morning version. Npr. Hagopian, Peter (September 10, 2007). Everything you need to know to get started with the content management system. Information week. Etherington, Darrell (December 8, 2008). 3 Key Web Tools work for students. webworkerdaily.com. Link outside the
Official Website This article about a US online company is still in its early form. Can you help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte Retrieve from What can you do with a wiki? Post, Publish, and Share easily - Unlimited pages allow you and your students to share text, photos, files, and more. Set Privacy - You can decide who has access to your wiki content. Create a student account - Our
easy three-step process doesn't require an email address. Embed Media - Video, audio, images, and more that impact multimedia exercises. convenient. Your interface - Our wiki theme library and fully customizable colors and logos allow your personality to shine. Wikispaces can be used in many ways in your classroom. Collaboration is the biggest use. Summarizing the events
of the day, posting podcasts, posting Powerpoint projects, posting questions for students to answer, asking students to create pages, and posting links for research projects are other ways that educators have used wikispace in their classrooms. Here are just a few wikispaces you can check out: Golden+Eagles+Report Resources from wikispace learnweb2.0: Please review the
resource links, then list strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats in the table below. Leave a space between each new SWOT item. WikipediaS uses WikiS in the classroomIn whole Wiki Walk-ThroughExamples of Educational WikisWebquest About WikisProject IdeasLibrary WikiTeachTech K-12Wiki Teaching SuccessTeachers FirstWikibooksLibrary SuccessWiki
Becomes Textbook in College ClassroomMaintaining Legacy with Wikipedia (Podcast by Alan November)WikispacesPBworksWikispaceWetpaintEveryone has a voice. Emphasize teamwork. Give students time to think and respond. Available at any time: day or nightThe documents can be added or edited by anyone with permissionThe documents and reports can be worked in
collaboration without a face-to-face meeting Allowing teachers to track participation. Encourage critical thinking/organizational skills. Allows the use of the internet in a positive, constructive way. Empower studentsReinforces text processing skills Share information worldwideInso total reflection of recently updated information. Responsibility for contributing to a wiki can be shared
by inviting multiple users with the same interests. Editing requires some practice. Students may want to post/edit at the same time. Ensure that every student has the appropriate access. How do we prevent writing or piracy? It is possible to consume too much class time. Some students do not have internet access at home. Difficulty tracking appropriate editing The editing process
can become expensive for teachers of young studentsA critical value of wikis is collaboration, but it is difficult to design meaningful collaboration projects, especially outside the classroom. There are a lot of incomplete or empty wikis on it when you search by specific topics. Use additional signs on possible passwords into troublesomeSeems better for older students who can read
and write; Difficulties for kindergarten Many wikis are set up like a website. They don't make the most of collaboration. Older students may have inappropriate freedom of anonymity unless other steps warranted. The validity of the information posted can not always be assumed. Collaborate with students from other schools on topics of common interest. Collaborate and learn with
other students around the world. Work can continue from home seamlessly–students do not need to go to someone else's homeExtension / enhanced use of technologyThat develops a tool to update the curriculum among some teachers Schedulecollaborate for volunteer parents (time / day)Teachers have the opportunity to achieve high-tech level to help students or others learn
how to use this social networking tool. Teachers also have the opportunity to learn from their students, through student posts. The ability to experience and maintain advanced technology As an innovative place that can help motivate reluctant students. Effective tools for planning and completing an extended, time-consuming project; Sharing ideas with others in your field is
rewarding at both end Providing opportunities for students to distinguish the importance of web content asking questionsWikis is great for teacher collaboration. Anyone can change the content unless appropriate security settings are available. Discuss necessary editing eto rituals. It is necessary to ensure that students are protected to the extent required by the parent (i.e.
publication license sheet)This type of teaching format can be expected of all teachers. My information can be tracked by others who can send me viruses, etcBuild a story by giving each student more to the existing story line. Build a wiki on seven continents. After review, each continent requires students to post two facts about what they have learned. For a grammar lesson, there
are students editing a paragraph that inserts all the gradation and capital letters. For any Chinese or Upper writing project, this is a great place for students to stay and collaborate at work. Constantly update the curriculum and curriculum. Share ideas between grade levels and units. K-1: Create an animal alphabet wiki Implement layers that create a spell wiki that can become a
virtual word wall. Create a classroom Wiki to communicate with parents and teachers. A teacher can use Wiki to list homework, scores, lessons. Classroom photos, class news letters, etc. Teachers can also create a class wiki for students to write daily reflections and attach links to class blogs. (M. Fernandez, September 15) For a scientific research project, there are students who
create a wiki to collaborate on outlining the steps of the scientific method. Here's a screenshot of my wiki. You can see at the top that there are choose to help manage it. There is an organized side bar that really helps visitors find what they are looking for fast. Learn how to anchor subtitles to can link them in your side bar. This is a basic wiki with the left side bar. You can make
your wiki as simple or jazzed up as you want. The next screenshot is a very jazzed up wiki. The buttons on the side bar are buttons and not just links. Design it! Blogs vs. WikisBlogs and Wikis have some common number of digital templates:� Both are user-generated websites (the content of blogs and wikis created by actual people using blogs or wikis)� Both allow users to
comment onWikis content better than blogs for:� Storing information for easy access to information. For example, the Successful wiki library collects information from mailers around the world. (See this previous MPLIC Tech Train blog post for more information about the Success Library) Blog better wiki for:� Quickly share new information Start and maintain a dialog between the
publishing house and reader Comprehensive education wiki list This is a video about how a teacher uses Wikispaces: tutorials, social networking tools, wikis in educationMed kharbachToday tutorials about Wikis in education. This is the 14th tutorial we are publishing here and there is more to come on the way. We. in education technology and mobile learning, many hope that by
the time we finish posting all the series of tutorials we have been working on, our readers (most of them teachers and educators) will have already become acquainted with some powerful web tools to integrate technology into their education. As I said in the previous tutorial, we will also publish a free ebook containing all the tutorials we wrote plus some other surprises for
teachers, so stay tuned. What is a wiki? According to Leuf and Cunningham, a wiki is a free collection of linked websites, a hyper-text system for storing and modifying information, a database where each page can be easily edited by any user. A Wiki can be considered a combination of a website and a Word document. At its simplest, it can be read like any other site, with no
necessary access privileges, but its real power lies in the fact that teams can work together on the content of the site using nothing but a standard web browser. Wikis are gaining traction in education as an ideal tool for collaboration work but not just collaboration but making a Wiki a promising web tool for teachers and students. Let's take a look at some of these features to learn
more about the potential of this tool in education. Why Wikis are so important in education This is a list of some of the most important features that create powerful learning tools Wikis in 21st century education: Most Wiki hosting platforms are freeWikis that are easy to create and don't any high-tech wizard to run and maintain themThever has a very student-friendly interfaceTho
can be accessed anywhere with an internet connection Anyone can edit a Wiki Wiki is instant so there is no need to wait for a publication to create a new edition or update informationThe geographical borders are deleted and students from all over the world can collaborate and work on the same documentThe Wiki software that tracks every edit made and it is a simple process to
go back to an earlier version of an articleWikis expanding access to the power of web publishing for non-technical usersWikis is flexible and does not have a structure to be Pre-determination means that they can be used for a variety of applications Find for teachers before using a WikiHere are some points teachers need to keep in mind while using Wikis in their
classroom:Choose a Wiki platform that you and your students are fanilair withLook for an online video tutorial on how to use that platform to share with Your studentsYou can use free teacher tutorials make tools to create your own tutorials on how students can use the wiki you are about to set up and share it with studentsSo a whole session to just walk your students around the
various features of a Wiki and get them to do some wallets example posting before youTeach them on copyright and ethical issues (check these resources to begin with) Give them the reasons why you are having created this wiki and make it clear it is for learningTalk to them about the benefits they can get from using a Wiki in their learningT create a sentence page FAQs in the
classroom will help new students learn about your wiki Create a poll or do a kind of vote on the name to choose for your wiki Do not forget to get parental permission and be sure to inform the school agency about the presence of wikiPeriodically summarize parents about class wiki proceedings and if possible get them to contribute too. How students and teachers can use Wiki in
the classroom Here are some suggested ideas on how you can leverage the power of Wiki into teaching and learning in your classroom :You can share documents, media and PDF files on your classroom wikiWikis that can be used as a portal for All your lessonsUsing the discussion feature in the Wiki, You can connect with your students and give them more help Teachers can
expand their teaching beyond the classroom wallsYou can use your Wiki to share presentations with your students Give it a class project to co-write a reference book that others have Use. Post assignments and study guides on your Wiki for active classes Get your class to create summary pages on every unit they study Encourage students to share links and other useful
information on your class wiki Allow students to create drafts on the wiki and ask others to comment on assigned portfolio pages each of your students and allow them to show discuss their workUse your wiki for peer editing, for example students can edit each other working for spelling, grammar, or anything else that you want them to learnWikis is a great way to get feedback from
your students. Ask them to post comments on wiki pagesUse Wiki to track projects that allow students to see which tasks have been completed and which tasks have not yet created a news outc than on your wiki Create an achievement page where parents can log in to see what their children have completed Finally teachers can also use the wiki to play develop expertise and
connect with other educators from elsewhere to discuss, share and learn from each other. Two Great Wiki hosting platforms to start withHere are some that you can start your wiki for free. They are one of the best available to teachers:1- Wikispaces :This is a free wiki server that provides community wiki space, visual page editing, and discussion areas. This is my favorite platform
and it is the first platform I recommend to try for class.2- PBworksThis is another great wiki hosting platform that allows anyone to register and create a new wiki but the free version is ad-supported. Examples of Wikis1- Wikis2 Classes- Wikis3-Higher-Ed Wikis4 Students- Wikis5 Project Team- Wikis6 Global Connectivity- PTO Wikis7- Peer Wiki Wikis Wikis Teachers
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